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Abstract

Background Prior investigations have recognized the

presence of patient-perceived noise generation after total

knee arthroplasty (TKA). However, questions remain

regarding its overall frequency after both TKA and uni-

compartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) as well as with

respect to its association with demographic and prosthesis-

related factors and its association with patient-reported

outcomes.

Questions/purposes The purposes of this study were (1)

to determine the frequency with which patients report noise

coming from the knee after TKA or UKA; (2) to identify

patient and prosthesis-related factors associated with noise

generation; and (3) to ascertain whether noise coming from

the knee is associated with residual symptoms after knee

arthroplasty.

Methods A five-center survey study was designed to

identify patient-perceived noise and to quantify the degree

of residual symptoms and functional deficits in patients

after TKA or UKA. Data were collected by an independent,

third-party survey center, which administered questions

about residual symptoms, function, and pre- and postop-

erative activity levels. Patients meeting prespecified

inclusion criteria were specifically questioned regarding

perceived noises from their knee within the last 30 days;

those who reported hearing noises sometimes, often, or

extremely often were categorized as positive. We retro-

spectively identified 2671 patients who underwent TKA

and 744 patients who underwent UKA and who met

inclusion criteria; the final survey population included

1580 patients who underwent TKA and 476 patients who

underwent UKA (68% response rate). TKA implant types

included cruciate-retaining (59%), posterior-stabilized

(16%), rotating-platform (13%), gender-specific (7%), and

high-flex (5%). Differences in baseline demographic vari-

ables were accounted for using multiple logistic regression

statistical analyses. Chi square analyses were used to

compare the frequency of residual symptoms in those

patients with and without noise generation.

Results Overall, 27% (557 of 2056; 95% confidence

interval [CI], 25–29) of all patients undergoing knee

arthroplasty reported hearing grinding, popping, or clicking

from their operative knee in the last 30 days. Men (odds

ratio [OR], 1.3; 95% CI, 1.0–1.6; p = 0.02) and younger

patients (v2 [df = 7] = 67.3; p\0.001) were more likely to

report noise generation. After controlling for potential

confounding variables, noise generation was more common

after TKA (29%) than UKA (21%; OR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.2–

2.0; p \ 0.001). Among TKA designs, the likelihood of

noise generation was greater in posterior-stabilized (41%;

OR, 2.5; 95% CI, 1.8–3.7; p \ 0.001), rotating-platform

(45%; OR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.9–4.2; p\ 0.001), and gender-

specific (36%; OR, 2.0; 95% CI, 1.2–3.2; p = 0.007)
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designs than in cruciate-retaining (23%) knees. Patient-

perceived noise generation was associated with residual

symptoms, including difficulty getting in and out of a chair

(38% versus 25%, p\0.001), limp (39% versus 25%, p\
0.001), swelling (42% versus 24%, p\ 0.001), and stiff-

ness (40% versus 23%, p \ 0.001) compared with those

who did not report noise generation after TKA.

Conclusions Patients frequently perceive noises coming

from the knee after arthroplasty, more so in TKA than

UKA. Patients reporting noises from the knee were more

likely to report functional limitations and the presence of a

limp, swelling, and stiffness. Surgeons should inform

patients preoperatively of this possibility, because unmet

patient expectations are known to negatively impact patient

satisfaction after surgery. Subsequent investigations should

focus on determining if there is a causal relationship

between noise generation and residual symptoms after knee

arthroplasty.

Level of Evidence Level III, therapeutic study.

Introduction

Noise generation after modern total joint arthroplasty has

predominantly focused on ceramic-on-ceramic bearings in

THA [1, 5, 6, 13, 18, 20, 21, 25]. However, little infor-

mation has been presented regarding the frequency of noise

generation after TKA or unicompartmental knee

arthroplasty (UKA). Greater than 25 years ago, patellar

crepitation and ‘‘clunk’’ were described as an etiology of

symptomatic noise generation after posterior-stabilized

TKA [9, 10, 24], yet with refinements in implant design

and surgical technique, its frequency has decreased and it is

now rarely discussed [12].

Despite advances in implant design and surgical tech-

nique, patients often report noise generation after TKA

with the use of modern implant designs. In a series of 49

patients undergoing TKA, 69% of patients reported noise

production after their arthroplasties and also noted the

magnitude of noise to worsen over time [19]. In addition, in

a study of 465 TKAs, the incidence of noise generation was

reported to vary widely based on implant design, but the

authors did not correlate the impact of noise generation on

patient-related outcome measures [16]. Furthermore, these

prior studies have been limited by the potential for observer

bias, the variability in which noise generation was as-

sessed, and a lack of correlation with patient-reported

outcomes. Furthermore, to our knowledge, no studies have

specifically focused on the frequency of noise generation

after UKA. Thus, questions remain regarding the true fre-

quency of patient-perceived noise generation after modern

knee arthroplasty along with its association with patient-

reported outcomes.

We therefore sought to determine the frequency,

potential patient and prosthesis-related factors, and poten-

tial association of patient-perceived noise generation with

residual symptoms after TKA and UKA with modern

implant designs.

Materials and Methods

Five total joint centers (Washington University School of

Medicine, St Louis, MO, USA; Rush University Medical

Center, Chicago, IL, USA; Anderson Orthopaedic Clinic,

Arlington, VA, USA; Joint Replacement Surgeons, Moor-

esville, IN, USA; Rothman Institute of Orthopaedics,

Philadelphia, PA, USA) and an independent third party

survey center (University of Wisconsin Survey Center

[UWSC], Madison, WI, USA) participated. Three centers

were academic practices, whereas two centers were private

practices that provided training programs for orthopaedic

residents and fellows. Each center had an active joint

replacement registry, all surgeons were fellowship-trained

performing more than 200 knee arthroplasties per year, and

each contributed patients meeting the inclusion criteria.

Each center had a particular interest and experience with a

specific TKA component design and was beyond the

learning curve associated with its use. Before initiation of

the study, institutional review board approval was obtained

at the Washington University School of Medicine to serve

as the coordinating center, and each participating center

obtained approval from its institutional review board.

Inclusion criteria for this study were (1) males or

females at least 18 years of age and skeletally mature; (2)

patients requiring primary knee surgery as a result of

noninflammatory arthritis (degenerative joint disease) such

as osteoarthritis or avascular necrosis; (3) and patients who

had undergone a primary knee arthroplasty within 1 to 4

years before the start of the study and had a minimum of 1

year of clinical followup. Unfortunately, we are unable to

comment on how many patients were excluded for having

followup of less than 1 year because we can only present

information on those patients who elected to participate in

the study. We excluded (1) subjects with a history of

infection or sepsis in the knee, fracture, dislocation, or

revision to the operated knee; and (2) patients with

extensive medical comorbidities including hypertension,

renal failure, coronary artery disease, liver disease, sickle

cell disease, respiratory disease, cancer, and other severe

chronic conditions that have been expected to limit their

activity level. These patients were excluded to compare

well-performing implants.
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We retrospectively identified 2671 potential patients

who underwent TKAs and 744 potential patients who

underwent UKA and who met inclusion criteria. Of those,

there were 325 TKAs (297 with TKAs performed less than

1 year or greater than 4 years before the initiation of the

study, 18 whose surgical procedure was actually a revision

of a prior prosthesis, six who had undergone a revision

procedure after their index TKA, and four for extensive

medical comorbidities) and 66 UKAs (50 performed less

than 1 year or greater than 4 years before the initiation of

the study, seven who received a lateral UKA or patello-

femoral arthroplasty, six for extensive medical

comorbidities, and three who had undergone a revision

procedure after their index UKA) that were found to have

exclusions during the screening section of the question-

naire, leaving 2346 eligible patients undergoing TKA and

678 eligible patients undergoing UKA. In addition, 341

individuals refused to participate, 224 were never avail-

able, 306 were not found as a result of a bad address/phone

number, 39 had died, 18 did not complete the interview,

and 40 had a language barrier. Overall, this left 1580

completed TKAs (1580 of 2346 eligible, a 67% response

rate) and 476 completed UKA (476 of 678 eligible, a 70%

response rate) interviews for final analysis (overall 68%

response rate). Patients undergoing TKA had a mean age of

60 ± 8 years at the time of surgery with 62% being women,

and they were contacted at a mean of 3 ± 1 years post-

operatively. Patients undergoing UKA had a mean age of

62 ± 8 years at the time of surgery with 53% being women,

and they were contacted at a mean of 2 ± 1 years post-

operatively (Table 1).

During this study interval, all centers were routinely

using components of varying designs and manufacturers.

TKA implant types included standard cruciate-retaining

(59%), posterior-stabilized fixed-bearing (16%), rotating-

platform (13%; of which 41% were cruciate-retaining and

59% were posterior-stabilized), gender-specific (7%; all

cruciate-retaining), and high-flex (5%; all cruciate-retain-

ing). UKA implant types included mobile-bearing (76%)

and fixed-bearing (24%). Investigators queried their total

joint registries and compiled a list of patients meeting the

inclusion criteria. Each center was able to produce a list of

patients who met the inclusion criteria including age, date

of surgery, and complete contact information for each

patient.

We used a previously described survey [2, 15] reporting

specific data regarding function and residual symptoms 1 to

4 years after knee arthroplasty. The survey was designed by

the UWSC in conjunction with Washington University and

questions were adapted from recent investigations detailing

residual symptoms and function after knee arthroplasty [3,

4, 14]. To eliminate observer bias, the UWSC, an inde-

pendent, blinded third party, performed all data collection.

The UWSC was selected for their expertise in collecting

health data for state and federal agencies [7, 17] and for

having no affiliation with any of the participating centers.

Each center reviewed its joint registry to identify patients

meeting eligibility criteria and provided the list to the

coordinating center at Washington University where they

were compiled into a master database. The implant details

were removed and only the contact information, date, and

side of surgery were provided to the UWSC to ensure

anonymous, blinded administration of the survey. The

coordinating center maintained a comprehensive list of

implant details to decode by implant type after interviews

were complete before data analysis. Patients received

advance notification letters approximately 1 week before

they were contacted by the survey center. Interviewers

obtained verbal consent, a screening section ensured

patients met the inclusion criteria, and the full question-

naire was administered to those patients who both provided

verbal consent and were determined to be eligible and

capable to participate. All interviews were conducted in

English. The telephone survey protocol included 25 tele-

phone call attempts per patient. The final data were sent

from the UWSC through a secure website in SPSS format

(Version 16.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

This report focused on the specific questions of the

survey assessing noise generation (popping, clicking, or

grinding) and their association with patient perceived limp,

Table 1. Demographics and postoperative UCLA activity scores

Variable TKA UKA p value

Number of patients 1580 476

Male (number of patients) 600 (38%) 224 (47%) \0.001

Female (number of patients) 980 (62%) 252 (53%)

Age at surgery (years)* 60 (8) 62 (8) \0.001

Followup (years)* 3 (1) 2 (1) \0.001

Postoperative UCLA score* 7 (2) 7 (2) 0.3

* Values are expressed as mean with the SD in parentheses; UKA = unicompartmental knee arthroplasty.
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stiffness, and function. Patients were queried about residual

symptoms in their knee in the last 30 days before survey

administration. Questions regarding symptoms and func-

tion had five categories as described by Likert [11]. The

responses were grouped into two categories of ‘‘never/

rarely’’ and ‘‘sometimes/often/extremely often’’ for com-

parison during data analysis based on the methodology

described by Bourne et al. [4].

We used descriptive statistics to present categorical data

with frequency and percentage of patients reporting noise

generation after TKA and UKA. Demographic and clinical

variables such as age, gender, minority status (‘‘minority’’

considered black, Hispanic, or nonwhite), education level,

income level, length of followup, and UCLA activity

scores were considered as potential confounders and were

analyzed as potential patient-related factors associated with

noise generation. Significant variables were then accounted

for during multivariate analysis to examine the reporting of

noise generation among implant designs in TKA and UKA.

Chi square analyses and Fisher’s exact tests were used to

compare categorical data and to report the frequency of

residual symptoms in those patients with and without noise

generation. An independent statistician (MW) not involved

in patient care performed all analyses using SAS 9.2 soft-

ware (Cary, NC, USA). A p value\ 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.

Results

Proportion of Patients Reporting Noises After Knee

Arthroplasty

Overall, 27% (557 of 2056; 95% confidence interval [CI],

25–29) of all patients undergoing knee arthroplasty

reported hearing grinding, popping, or clicking from their

operative knee ‘‘sometimes, often, or extremely often’’ in

the last 30 days. After controlling for potential confounding

variables, noise generation was more common after TKA

(29%) versus UKA (21%; odds ratio [OR], 1.5; 95% CI,

1.2–2.0; p\ 0.001).

Association of Noises With Patient and Prosthesis

Factors

Male gender (OR, 1.3; 95% CI, 1.04–1.6; p = 0.02) and

younger age category (v2 [df = 7] = 67.3; p \ 0.001;

Table 2) were associated with an increased reporting of

noise generation. The frequency of noise generation was

not related to minority status (OR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.5–1.4; p

= 0.4), education level (v2 [df = 6] = 9.2; p = 0.2; Table 3),

income level (v2 [df = 4] = 2.9; p = 0.6; Table 4), or

postoperative UCLA activity score (v2 [df = 9] = 13.8; p =

0.9; Table 5).

Among TKA designs, the likelihood of noise generation

was greater in posterior-stabilized (41%; OR, 2.5; 95% CI,

1.8–3.7; p\0.001), rotating-platform (45%; OR, 2.8; 95%

CI, 1.9–4.2; p \ 0.001), gender-specific (36%; OR, 2.0;

95% CI, 1.2–3.2; p = 0.007), and high-flex (29%; OR, 1.2;

95% CI, 1.0–1.4; p = 0.005) designs versus the standard

cruciate-retaining (23%) design. When analyzing only

women undergoing TKA, those with a gender-specific

design were more likely to report noise generation versus

those with a standard cruciate-retaining TKA (OR, 1.9;

95% CI, 1.2–3.1; p = 0.009). When comparing noise gen-

eration in patients with the same cruciate-retaining TKA,

there was no difference in noise generation between those

who did or did not have a patella resurfacing (OR, 1.1; 95%

CI, 0.7–1.9; p = 0.6).

Noises From the Knee and Residual Knee Symptoms

Patient-perceived noise generation was associated with an

increased reporting of residual symptoms after both TKA

and UKA. Patients in the TKA cohort who reported noise

generation were more likely to report difficulties getting in

and out of a chair, the presence of a limp, swelling, and

stiffness (Table 6). Of the 536 patients who reported

stiffness in their knee, 40% (214 of 536) noted the presence

of noise generation versus 23% (241 of 1042) of those who

rarely reported stiffness (OR, 2.2; 95% CI, 1.8–2.8; p \
0.001).

Among patients in the UKA cohort, no difference was

present among mobile- versus fixed-bearing designs for

noise generation (OR, 1.3; 95% CI, 0.8–2.1; p = 0.4).

Patients in the UKA cohort who reported noise generation

were more likely to report difficulties getting in and out of

a car, the presence of a limp, swelling, and stiffness

(Table 7). Of the 142 patients who reported stiffness in

their knee, 39% (55 of 142) noted the presence of noise

generation versus 13% (44 of 233) of those who rarely

reported stiffness (OR, 4.1; 95% CI, 2.6–6.6; p\ 0.001).

Discussion

Patient-perceived noise generation is a recognized symp-

tom after TKA, yet prior reports have been limited by their

small cohort sizes and failure to determine its potential

association with patient-reported outcomes [12, 16]. Prior

investigations have also been limited by the potential for

observer bias diminishing both the true frequency and

potential impact of noise generation on patient function.

Therefore, this study’s purpose was to determine the
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Table 2. Noise generation based on age category

Age category (years) Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/extremely often hears noise Total

18–29 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2

30–39 3 (30%) 7 (70%) 10

40–49 73 (53%) 64 (47%) 137

50–55 214 (64%) 123 (37%) 337

56–60 313 (70%) 136 (30%) 449

61–65 172 (81%) 41 (19%) 213

66–70 197 (80%) 50 (20%) 247

71–80 150 (81%) 35 (19%) 185

Table 3. Noise generation based on highest level of education each patient completed

Education level Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/extremely often hears noise Total

Never attended school 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1

Grades 1–8 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9

Grades 9–11 25 (70%) 11 (31%) 36

Grade 12 or GED (graduate) 300 (67%) 146 (33%) 446

College 1 year to 3 years 340 (74%) 117 (26%) 457

College 4 years or more (graduate) 221 (69%) 100 (31%) 321

Postgraduate 1 year or more 223 (74%) 80 (27%) 303

Table 4. Noise generation based on annual household income level

Income level (USD) Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/extremely often hears noise Total

Less than 25,000 126 (74%) 44 (26%) 170

25,000 to less than 50,000 192 (74%) 66 (26%) 258

50,000 to less than 75,000 201 (69%) 89 (31%) 290

75,000 to less than 100,000 168 (70%) 71 (30%) 239

100,000 or more 314 (70%) 134 (30%) 448

Table 5. Noise generation based on UCLA activity score

UCLA activity score Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/extremely often hears noise Total

1 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1

2 5 (63%) 3 (38%) 8

3 14 (63%) 8 (36%) 22

4 46 (74%) 16 (26%) 62

5 56 (81%) 13 (19%) 69

6 366 (76%) 115 (24%) 481

7 108 (67%) 53 (33%) 161

8 142 (75%) 48 (25%) 190

9 109 (69%) 50 (31%) 159

10 203 (66%) 105 (34%) 308
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frequency, potential patient and prosthesis-related factors,

and potential association of patient-perceived noise gen-

eration with residual symptoms after TKA and UKA with

modern implant designs. We found that 27% of patients

undergoing knee arthroplasty report noise generation

postoperatively, which was more common after TKA ver-

sus UKA. Furthermore, the presence of noise generation

was associated with an increased frequency of residual

symptoms and limitations in functional activities after knee

arthroplasty regardless of whether a TKA or UKA was

performed.

This study had several limitations that must be recog-

nized before interpretation of our data. First, given the

retrospective nature of this study, we can only determine

the presence of an association of noise generation with

residual symptoms. Thus, we recognize that noise genera-

tion itself might not be the cause of limitations in patient

function. Second, use of a retrospective survey method has

Table 6. Noise generation and residual symptoms in patients undergoing TKA

Residual symptom Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/

extremely often hears noise

p value

Do you have problems getting in and out of a car?

Never/rarely 773 (65%) 422 (35%)

Sometimes/often/extremely often 348 (63%) 205 (37%) 0.5

Do you have problems getting in and out of a chair?

Never/rarely 849 (75%) 284 (25%)

Sometimes/often/extremely often 273 (62%) 170 (38%) \0.001

In the last 30 days, how often do you limp while walking?

Never/rarely 841 (75%) 280 (25%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 275 (61%) 176 (39%) \0.001

In the last 30 days, how often did you experience swelling?

Never/rarely 883 (76%) 284 (24%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 239 (58%) 173 (42%) \0.001

In the last 30 days, how often did you experience stiffness?

Never/rarely 801 (77%) 241 (23%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 322 (60%) 214 (40%) \0.001

Table 7. Noise generation and residual symptoms in patients undergoing unicompartmental knee arthroplasty

Residual symptom Never/rarely hears noise Sometimes/often/

extremely often hears noise

p value

Do you have problems getting in and out of a car?

Never/rarely 302 (83%) 61 (17%)

Sometimes/often/extremely often 72 (66%) 37 (34%) \0.001

Do you have problems getting in and out of a chair?

Never/rarely 303 (81%) 72 (19%)

Sometimes/often/extremely often 73 (73%) 27 (27%) 0.09

In the last 30 days, how often do you limp while walking?

Never/rarely 300 (84%) 57 (16%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 73 (64%) 41 (36%) \0.001

In the last 30 days, how often did you experience swelling?

Never/rarely 316 (83%) 64 (17%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 58 (62%) 35 (38%) \0.001

In the last 30 days, how often did you experience stiffness?

Never/rarely 289 (87%) 44 (13%)

Sometimes/very often/extremely often 87 (61%) 55 (39%) \0.001
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the potential for recall bias, but we tried to limit the degree

of bias by only including patients who received a knee

arthroplasty within 1 to 4 years of the start of the study.

However, because we only included patients with 1-year

followup, it is possible that patients who do not have 1-year

followup (and thus were excluded) or who had undergone

revision surgery may experience increased noise genera-

tion than we have reported. Thus, this study may represent

a best-case analysis in terms the frequency of noise gen-

eration, residual symptoms, and functional limitations.

Third, although the survey instrument has previously been

reported and is adapted from commonly used orthopaedic

scores, it has not been validated in terms of its repeata-

bility, ceiling effects, and other important parameters.

Fourth, it is difficult to determine the exact etiology of

noise generation and whether this is truly implant-related

or originates from the soft tissue. However, because the

frequency of noise generation in those receiving a cruciate-

retaining implant was significantly less than with all other

designs, this strongly implies the bearing surface is the

culprit of noise generation in most cases. Lastly, although

this study possessed a large sample size, only 68% of eli-

gible patients completed the survey. Thus, it is possible that

our sample may misrepresent those who elected not to

participate [8]. Unfortunately, we are not able to comment

on the demographics and activity level of those patients

who refused to participate because only patients partici-

pating in the survey were considered to have consented to

the study and have their information collected; institutional

review board restrictions precluded data collection and

reporting on patients who did not elect to participate in the

telephone survey, because part of the survey was an

implied consent to participate in the study.

Approximately 30% of patients who underwent TKA in

this study reported the presence of noise generation

‘‘sometimes, often, or extremely often.’’ This frequency is

much lower than that previously reported, because up to

69% of patient undergoing TKA have been shown to report

noise generation [19]. However, this prior study only

included 49 patient responses versus close to 1600 TKA

responses in the current investigation. Furthermore, as a

result of the size of their cohort, potential predictive factors

of noise generation after TKA were unable to be assessed.

Reporting of noise generation was not related to minority

status, education level, income level, or postoperative

UCLA activity score in our study, although male gender

and younger age were associated with an increased

reporting of noise generation. We theorize that although

not captured by the UCLA activity score, younger male

patients may have a tendency to be more demanding on

their arthroplasties, perhaps contributing to their increased

reporting of noise generation. To our knowledge, this is the

first study to report demographic-related factors that may

increase the perception of noise generation after knee

arthroplasty.

Patients receiving a posterior-stabilized TKA design had

the greatest likelihood of reporting noise, whereas patients

receiving a cruciate-retaining design were least likely to

report noise. The impact of prosthesis design on noise

generation has previously been reported because noise-re-

lated symptoms were present in 12% of patients with a

medial pivot, 4% with anterior and posterior cruciate

ligament-retaining, 31% with a posterior cruciate-retaining,

33% with a posterior-stabilized, and 42% with a mobile-

bearing TKA design [16]. This study demonstrated similar

findings for the cruciate-retaining (23%) and posterior-

stabilized (41%) designs, perhaps suggesting that noise

generation is more common with certain implant designs

after TKA.

Noise generation was found to be of potential clinical

importance in patients after both TKA and UKA, because it

was associated with increased stiffness and swelling. A

prior study by Lonner et al. [12] noted implant clicking and

grinding to be prodromal symptoms related to intraopera-

tive findings including polyethylene wear, osteolysis,

synovitis, and component breakage. However, noise gen-

eration is possible from all moving joints with proposed

etiologies being release of gas from synovial fluid during

joint separation causing cracking [22], snapping from

tendons or soft tissues moving over bony or implant

prominences, and squeaking from edge loading of hard

surfaces or potential impingement [23]. Thus, although this

study cannot determine the source of noise generation, it

remains critical to note that noise generation has a potential

association with residual symptoms and functional limita-

tions after knee arthroplasty.

This study found a high frequency of patient-perceived

noise generation after knee arthroplasty, which was more

common after TKA versus UKA. Patients reporting noise

generation after knee arthroplasty were more likely to

report functional limitations and the presence of a limp,

swelling, and stiffness. Bourne et al. [4] found that among

patients who were dissatisfied after TKA, 49% stated that

their expectations had not been met. It is reasonable to

assume patients, unless educated preoperatively, will

expect a TKA to be quiet and fail to produce noise.

Therefore, it is critical that surgeons inform patients pre-

operatively of the possibility of noise generation after knee

arthroplasty. It remains unclear if a clear source of noise

generation after knee arthroplasty exists or if this is mul-

tifactorial. Future investigations should focus on

determining if a causal relationship exists between patient-

reported outcomes and residual symptoms. Furthermore,

randomized controlled studies may further elucidate

whether specific implant designs used in TKA and UKA

increase the likelihood of noise generation and residual
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symptoms. Subsequent investigations should focus on

modifications in surgical technique or implant designs that

decrease the frequency of noise generation after knee

arthroplasty.
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